Notice for Translation Test
Hindi Assistant (Rajbhasha Sahayak Gr.II)

Date of Translation Test: 24.03.2018 Reporting Time: 09:00 hrs.
Venue:- Office of the Railway Recruitment Board, Mahendrughat, Patna - 800004.

General Instruction:-
(i) Two passages will be given for translation – one for translation from English to Hindi and the other from Hindi to English. Each passage shall contain approximately 300 words.
(ii) The total marks would be of 100 (50 each for Hindi and English) for Translation Test.
(iii) The translation test shall be only a qualifying test and the qualifying pass marks shall be 60%. The panel shall be formed based on the merit list of the written examination, from amongst the candidates who secure 60 marks or more in the translation test.
(iv) The duration of translation test will be 2 hours.
(v) The translation test will be answered on two part stationery so that a duplicate carbon copy of main answer script is available simultaneously.
(vi) Norms for evaluation are as under:-
(a) One mark will be deducted for
- use of wrong synonym;
- grammatical mistake;
- mistake in spelling;
- omission of word;
(b) 5 marks will be deducted for each sentence wrongly translated, in such a manner that the translation gives a wrong meaning or the translation is unintelligible.
(c) ½ mark will be deducted for
- punctuation mistake
- careless repetition of words or
- omission of article.